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Abstract

Arctic biomes across a region including Alaska and Eastern Russia were investigated using the BIOME4 biogeochemical and biogeography vegetation model. This study investigated past (the last 21,000 years), present, and future vegetation distributions in the study area, using climate forcing from five CMIP5 models (CCSM4, GISS-E2-R, MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM, and MRI-CGCM3). The present-day BIOME4 simulations were generally consistent with current vegetation observations in the study region characterized by evergreen and deciduous taiga and shrub tundras.

Paleoclimatological simulations were compared with pollen data samples collected in the study region. Pre-industrial biome simulations are generally similar to the modern reconstruction but differ by having more shrub tundra in both Russia and Alaska to the north, as well as less deciduous taiga in Alaska. Pre-industrial simulations were in good agreement with the pollen data. Mid-Holocene simulations place shrub tundras along the Arctic coast, and in some cases along the eastern coast of Russia. Simulations for the Mid-Holocene are in good agreement with pollen-based distributions of biomes. Simulations for the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) show that the Bering Land Bridge was covered almost entirely by cushion forb, lichen and moss tundra, shrub tundra, and graminoid tundra. Three out of the five models’ climate data produce evergreen and deciduous taiga in what is now southwestern Alaska, however the pollen data does not support this. The distributions of cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra and graminoid tundra differ noticeably between models, while shrub tundra distributions are generally similar.

Future simulations of BIOME4 based on the RCP8.5 climate scenario indicate a northward shift of the treeline and a significant areal decrease of shrub tundra and graminoid tundra regions in the 21st century. Intrusions of cool mixed, deciduous, and conifer forests above 60°N, especially in southwest Alaska, were notable. Across eastern Russia, deciduous taiga begins to overtake evergreen taiga, except along the coastal regions where evergreen taiga remains the favored biome.
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1. Introduction

The Arctic is a complex system governed by interactions between individual components including the atmosphere, terrestrial ecosystem, cryosphere, and ocean. Arctic vegetation is an integral part of the Arctic system that is controlled by temperature and length of growing season (Circumpolar Arctic Vegetation Map [CAVM], 2003). “Climate and other environmental controls, such as landscape, topography, soil chemistry, soil moisture, and the available plants that historically colonized an area, also influence the distribution of plant communities” (CAVM, 2003). Arctic regions are warming at rates nearly double the global average (Intergovernmental Panel on Climate Change [IPCC], 2013). As these climate controls on vegetation are projected to change in the future via increases in greenhouse gases and subsequent warming (IPCC, 2013), it is important to understand how Arctic vegetation will be impacted by the changing climate. The vegetation-permafrost subsystem includes and interacts with the overlying climate, snow, soil, microbial activities, and permafrost. The motivation behind this modeling study is to understand how Arctic vegetation distributions could potentially change with a changing climate. I do this by examining past climates and simulating their vegetation distributions, while also looking ahead to future changes.

1.1 Climate-Vegetation-Permafrost Interaction

The relationship between climate, vegetation, and permafrost has been studied and quantified through numerous field experiments in the Arctic and Antarctic. Permafrost, which is defined as ground that is subject to temperatures at or below freezing for at least two consecutive years (van Everdingen, 2005), is driven by surface conditions. Figure 1.1 illustrates the present-day distribution of permafrost across the Arctic. “Land cover and, above all, vegetation changes are among the more important factors able to modify permafrost distribution and its thermal regime” (Cannonne et al., 2006). The layer of ground reaching from the surface to permafrost table that thaws and freezes each year is called the active layer. It had been found that the type of vegetation alters ground surface
temperatures and in turn affects active layer thickness in the Arctic (Walker et al., 2003), as well as in Antarctica (Cannonne et al., 2006). The difference in active layer thickness between two sites with similar climate was as much as 160 cm, with greater thickness (deeper seasonal thaw) occurring at a tussock grass site compared to a moss site (Cannonne et al., 2006). A study conducted in Alaska by Walker et al. (2003) examined the relationship between vegetation, soil, and thaw depth. One principle finding was that “warmer air temperatures promote deeper thaw, but the insulation provided by more dense plant canopies and thicker soil organic horizons counter this trend”. This suggests that as vegetation shifts northward, the subsequent thickening of the organic layer at a given point may help to maintain the permafrost layer. The type of permafrost can also determine how permafrost will react to changes in vegetation. Shur and Jorgenson (2007) postulated a “permafrost classification system to describe the complex interaction of climatic and ecological processes in permafrost formation and degradation”. Their system includes the five categories: (1) climate-driven; (2) climate-driven, ecosystem-modified; (3) climate-driven, ecosystem-protected; (4) ecosystem-driven; (5) ecosystem-protected. How permafrost reacts to changes in climate is based on the zone (continuous, discontinuous, sporadic) in which the permafrost is found. For example, climate-driven permafrost “can survive under warmer climatic conditions of the discontinuous permafrost zone as long as it remains protected by ecosystem properties” (Shur and Jorgenson, 2007). Other factors that impact permafrost can include elevation, slope, aspect, snow cover, bodies of water, and infrastructure (National Snow and Ice Data Center (NSIDC), accessed 2015). These and many other studies have shown the immensely complicated nature of the vegetation-permafrost subsystem.
Figure 1.1 Circumpolar Active Layer Permafrost System delineating the types of permafrost – isolated, sporadic, discontinuous, and continuous. The approximate investigation region for this study is outlined in red. (Rekacewicz, 1998).

1.2 Arctic Climate

The Arctic climate is characterized by large spatial variability and extreme annual temperature ranges, which is controlled by incoming solar radiation over the year (Arctic Climate Impact Assessment (ACIA), 2005). Due to the curvature of the earth, the intensity of the sunlight reaching the surface in the Arctic is low compared to lower latitudes, even with the long daytime of summer. Following the Laws of Thermodynamics, the surplus of solar energy received in the equatorial regions is transferred to the Arctic where energy is lost, creating an energy deficit. This puts the
Arctic in a “low thermal energy state” (Serreze and Barry, 2014). Cooler air is capable of holding less water than warmer air and which is why precipitation in the Arctic is generally low across the region (NSIDC, accessed 2015) and depends on location. For example, the Alaskan panhandle receives enough precipitation to facilitate a temperate rainforest due to its proximity to the ocean, while high Arctic regions are considered a polar desert due to the cold temperatures and lack of precipitation (Bieniek et al., 2012).

1.3 Past Climate

Over the Late Quaternary period, or more specifically the latter part of the Late Pleistocene (126 thousand years ago to 11.7 thousand years ago) and Holocene (11.7 thousand years ago to present day), the earth has experienced a number of changes in climate. These climate changes influenced the vegetation distributions, and, consequently, permafrost distributions. Much of the permafrost present today formed through the Late Pleistocene glacial period until the Last Glacial Maximum (LGM) around 21 thousand years ago (ka), and persisted through deglaciation periods such as the mid-Holocene approximately 6 ka (IPA, accessed 2015). Scientists have been able to reconstruct these past climates using proxies, such as pollen and plant macro-fossils, tree rings, ice cores, as well as employ models to understand the processes at work in the climate-vegetation-permafrost system.

1.3.1 Climate of the Pre-Industrial Era

The pre-industrial era was a period of slightly cooler temperatures than present day, with lower carbon dioxide values near 280 ppm (IPCC, 2007). The year 1850 CE, commonly used as the time of the Pre-Industrial era, is at the end of a long cooling period that lasted approximately from 1400 – 1900 CE and is also known as the Little Ice Age (LIA) (Ruddiman, 2008; Kaufman et al., 2009). This time period is used as a baseline for the impacts that humans have had on climate. There are a number of theories as to why
the climate was cooler during the LIA that include orbital forcing, switches in millennial climate oscillations, solar variability, and volcanic eruptions (Ruddiman, 2008). Pollen records show the same biomes were present in nearly the same distributions compared to modern observed vegetation distributions (Bigelow et al., 2003).

1.3.2 Climate of the Mid-Holocene

The mid-Holocene was a period of deglaciation that occurred after the LGM. Increased solar insolation during the summer in the northern hemisphere led to melting of the ice sheets (Ruddiman, 2008). This in turn led to rising sea levels creating the coastlines that are more or less similar to those of the present day. Carbon dioxide values increased to approximately 280 ppm (Ruddiman, 2008). While the entire northern hemisphere experienced a warming during the Holocene, the timing was not consistent across the region. In fact, northwest North America, including the study region, experienced warming between 11 and 9 ka, while northeast Canada experienced warming approximately 4000 years later due to the lingering effects of the Laurentide Ice Sheet (Figure 1.2; Kaufman, 2004). Local summer temperatures were on average 1.6°C±0.8°C warmer than present in the western Arctic (Kaufman et al., 2004), or more than 5°C warmer than preindustrial temperatures at high latitudes with June being the warmest month in northern Russia and northwest North America (Renssen et al., 2012). While warming was significant during the mid-Holocene, the treeline, or tree-tundra boundary, was not north of its present position the study region (Bigelow et al., 2003). Based on pollen records, much of the vegetation found across the region today was present and in relatively the same distribution during the mid-Holocene (Bigelow et al., 2003).
1.3.3 Climate of the Last Glacial Maximum

The Last Glacial Maximum was colder, windier, and drier than the present day (Ruddiman, 2008; Hopkins et al., 1982). The solar insolation levels were nearly the same values as today, however, the large expanses of land ice and low carbon dioxide values (~185 parts per million) may be the reason why the LGM was so cold, dry, and windy (Ruddiman, 2008). During this time period, sea levels were approximately 125 m lower than modern levels due to freshwater storage in the land ice (Ruddiman, 2008). This lowered sea level exposed the land bridge that connected what is now Russia and Alaska, also known as the Bering Land Bridge. During the LGM, the Land Bridge was covered in
dry Arctic grass (graminoid) tundra and sparse shrub tundra, according to pollen records (Bigelow et al., 2003).

1.4 Future Climate

Based on numerous climate simulations, the climate is projected to warm in the future due to increasing radiative forcing caused by increased greenhouse gases (IPCC, 2013). The IPCC has constructed future climate scenarios based on greenhouse gas emissions and their consequent radiative forcing (in W/m²) on the earth. Of the four Representative Concentration Pathways (RCP), we are tracking closest to RCP 8.5. This means that if we continue emitting greenhouse gases without any mitigation or reduction efforts, we can expect to see an increase in radiative forcing by 8.5 W/m². With this increase in radiative forcing, some projections are showing global temperatures increasing by 3.7°C ± 1.1°C by the end of this century, with more rapid warming in the Arctic (IPCC, 2013). Carbon dioxide values are projected to be 936 ppm by the year 2100 CE (IPCC, 2013).

1.5 Purpose of this Study

Over the course of this project, I aimed to answer three major questions:
1. How well is Arctic vegetation simulated during the Late Quaternary period under different climate conditions?
2. How sensitive are simulated biomes to changes in climate?
3. What are the future projections of Arctic vegetation under the IPCC RCP 8.5 climate scenario and what are the consequent impacts?

While the sensitivities explained in (2) and (3) are based on one-way interactions between climate and vegetation (climate driving vegetation), the sensitivities have important implications for feedbacks to high-latitude climate. These feedbacks are beyond the scope of the presented study, which can nevertheless be viewed as a first step toward and assessment of the strength of terrestrial feedbacks in which vegetation plays a role.
2. Methods

My research was conducted by running BIOME4 (Kaplan et al., 2003), a global equilibrium biogeochemistry-biogeography model, to produce biome distributions in the Arctic. The focus was on Beringia, which includes far eastern Russia, Alaska, and Canada west of the Mackenzie River.

2.1 Study Region

The study region focused on the area bounded by a southern limit at 50°N, northern limit at 80°N, eastern limit at 150°E, and western limit at 120°W (Figure 2.1). I chose these boundaries to make the results comparable with previous research that was used as a guide for this project (Kaplan et al., 2003; Bigelow et al., 2003). This region has experienced changes in climate, geography, and vegetation over the last 21,000 years, which makes understanding the processes in this region important for climate scientists.
Figure 2.1 The study region for this project is an area enclosed by 50°N – 80°N, 150°E – 120°W and includes what is now eastern Russia and Alaska.

For all of the simulations, the coastlines were determined by grid cells with greater than fifty percent land area at a $0.5^\circ \times 0.5^\circ$ resolution (Figure 2.2). This method produced coastlines that are obviously rougher than actual coastlines; however, the modeled coastlines approximated the land region reasonably well at the prescribed resolution.
Figure 2.2 a.) Simulated land area for the Last Glacial Maximum; b.) Modern, mid-Holocene, pre-industrial, and RCP 8.5 land area
2.2 Modern Baseline Climatology

The baseline modern climatology was compiled from the University of Delaware temperature and precipitation data (Matsuura and Willmott, 2009a, 2009b) and European Center for Medium-range Weather Forecasts’s (ECMWF) ECMWF Reanalysis-40 (ERA-40) sunshine data (Uppala et al., 2005). Long-term monthly mean values of temperature and precipitation (version 2.01) were compiled from global station data (Matsuura and Willmott, 2009a, 2009b). The temperature and precipitation climate data was available at a $0.5^\circ \times 0.5^\circ$ resolution (Figures 2.3 and 2.4). Monthly means of daily values of sunshine data from ECMWF’s ERA-40 (1957-2002), originally at a $2.5^\circ \times 2.5^\circ$ resolution, were interpolated to $0.5^\circ \times 0.5^\circ$ resolution. Modern simulations were conducted using climate data from the years of approximately 1959 – 2000.
Figure 2.3 Modern climatology of seasonal air temperatures based on University of Delaware climate data (Matsuura and Willmott, 2009a). Months for each season are: winter = December, January, February; spring = March, April, May; summer = June, July, August; fall = September, October, November.
Figure 2.4 Modern seasonal precipitation climatology based on the University of Delaware climate data. (Matsuura and Willmott, 2009b). Months for each season are: winter - December, January, February; spring - March, April, May; summer - June, July, August; fall - September, October, November.
2.3 CMIP5/PMIP3 Climate Data and Time Periods

Modeled climate data from the Coupled Model Intercomparison Project Phase 5 (CMIP5, Taylor et al., 2012) and Paleoclimate Modeling Intercomparison Project Phase 3 (PMIP3, Braconnot et al., 2012) was obtained through the Earth System Grid Federation portal (Table 2.1). All GCM data were interpolated to 0.5°×0.5° globally. The models used in this project were chosen based on the climate variables available for each of the four time slices so that the same variables from each model can be used for consistency. These models are: CCSM4 (Gent et al., 2011); GISS-E2-R (Schmidt et al., 2014); MIROC-ESM (Watanabe et al., 2011); MPI-ESM (Brovkin et al., 2013); MRI-CGCM3 (Yukimoto et al., 2012). The variables used are surface air temperature, precipitation flux at the surface, surface downwelling shortwave radiation, and surface downwelling clear-sky shortwave radiation.

Table 2.1 Simulation lengths and horizontal resolutions (degrees latitude × degrees longitude) for CMIP5/PMIP3 climate data.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>CCSM4 1.06° × 1.25°</th>
<th>GISS-E2-R 2° × 2.5°</th>
<th>MIROC-ESM 2.8125° × 2.8125°</th>
<th>MPI-ESM 1.875° × 1.875°</th>
<th>MRI-CGCM3 1.125° × 1.125°</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>LGM</td>
<td>101 years</td>
<td>25 years</td>
<td>100 years</td>
<td>100 years</td>
<td>100 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Mid-Holocene</td>
<td>301 years</td>
<td>25 years</td>
<td>100 years</td>
<td>100 years</td>
<td>100 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Pre-industrial</td>
<td>251 years</td>
<td>25 years</td>
<td>99 years</td>
<td>200 years</td>
<td>500 years</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>References</td>
<td>Gent et al., 2011</td>
<td>Schmidt et al., 2014</td>
<td>Watanabe et al., 2011</td>
<td>Brovkin et al., 2013</td>
<td>Yukimoto et al., 2012</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The project focused on four distinct time periods: the Last Glacial Maximum 21,000 years ago, mid-Holocene 6,000 years ago, pre-industrial era centered at 1850 CE, and a future simulation for the 21st century. Some variables had data available for longer time periods, but for consistency we kept the majority of the future climate data within this time period. Three GCMs (CCSM4, MIROC-ESM, MRI-CGCM3) provided climate data for the entire 21st century up to 2100 and the data were averaged over the whole period. MPI-ESM climate data were for the latter part of the 21st century, from 2070 – 2100, and GISS-E2-R climate data were for the early part of the 21st century, from 2006 – 2025. These differences in timing of GCM climate data...
provide insight into how the equilibrium biome distribution might look in the early, late, and average climate simulations for the 21st century. However, the use of different time periods precludes a systematic comparison of the across-model changes, as the late-century forcing is considerably stronger than the early-century forcing in the RCP 8.5 scenario.

2.4 BIOME4 Model

BIOME4 simulates steady state biome distributions under given climate conditions. The simulations are run on a 0.5°x0.5° latitude/longitude grid for the whole globe, after which I focused the results on the bounded study region. BIOME4 is driven by long-term mean monthly climate data and soil texture information. Compared to other vegetation models that calculate transient vegetation pattern changes or energy or nutrient fluxes, BIOME4 was ideal for this project because of the steady state vegetation computations. Permafrost reactions to changes in climate and surface changes are delayed due to insulation and thermal inertia (the heat capacity of the sub-surface), therefore, it made more sense to focus on climate “snapshots” for each of the time slices. These time slices are separated by long-term climate shifts.

The climate variables required to force BIOME4 are long-term mean monthly temperature, precipitation, and percent sunlight (see Eqs. in 2.5.2). Water holding capacity and percolation rates are calculated from the soil texture information provided by the FAO digital soil map (as used by Kaplan et al., 2003). Carbon dioxide values are prescribed at the beginning of each model run and remained constant for each time period: LGM = 185 parts per million (ppm); mid-Holocene and Pre-Industrial Era = 280 ppm; future = 936 ppm. For the modern simulation, I used 385 ppm.

2.5 Plant Functional Types and Biomes

BIOME4 uses the prescribed climate data to calculate plant functional types (PFTs). PFTs are classifications of plants based on life form, leaf morphology, phenology, and mechanism of extreme cold tolerance (Bigelow et al., 2003). After PFTs are calculated, BIOME4 ranks tree and
non-tree PFTs that were calculated within a grid cell, using variables such as net primary productivity (NPP), leaf area index (LAI), and mean annual soil moisture, which are internally calculated in BIOME4 (Kaplan et al., 2003). Based on the ranking combinations, a biome is assigned to each grid cell. “Each PFT is assigned a small number of bioclimatic limits which determine whether it could be present in a given grid cell...” (Kaplan et al., 2003). Figure 2.5 shows the bioclimatic limits that each Arctic PFT is allowed to occupy.

![Figure 2.5 Bioclimatic limits for high-latitude biomes taken from Kaplan et al., 2003. Growing degree days above 0°C (GDD₀) is defined as the accumulated temperature for the growing season, which for the Arctic is above freezing. (GDD₅ is the growing degree days above 5°C.)](image)

BIOME4 has a total of 27 biomes that can be assigned to a grid cell globally. BIOME4 was optimized for modern Arctic simulations and as such has five distinct tundra biomes, which were not present in the previous version BIOME3 (Haxeltine and Prentice, 1996). These tundra biomes are: cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra; prostrate shrub tundra; dwarf shrub tundra;
shrub tundra; graminoid tundra. Definitions and examples of these tundra types can be found in Table 2.2. In addition to the tundra biomes, BIOME4 has two Arctic tree biomes, evergreen taiga (ex. *Picea glauca, Picea mariana*) and deciduous taiga (ex. *Betula papyrifera, Populus tremuloides, Larix laricina*). Table 2.2 from Kaplan et al., 2003, summarizes the biome classification scheme as well as provides typical species for each biome.

**Table 2.2** Circumpolar tundra biome classification from Kaplan et al. (2003).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Biome</th>
<th>Definition</th>
<th>Typical Taxa</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Low- and high-shrub tundra</td>
<td>continuous shrubland, 50 cm to 2 m tall, deciduous or evergreen, sometimes with tussock-forming graminoids and true mosses, bog mosses and lichens</td>
<td><em>Alnus, Betula, Salix, Pinus pumila</em> (in eastern Siberia), <em>Eriophorum, Sphagnum</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Erect dwarf-shrub tundra</td>
<td>continuous shrubland 2 - 50 cm tall, deciduous or evergreen, with graminoids, true mosses and lichens</td>
<td><em>Betula, Cassiope, Empetrum, Salix, Vaccinium, Gramineae, Cyperaceae</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prostrate dwarf-shrub tundra</td>
<td>discontinuous shrubland of prostrate deciduous shrubs, 0 - 2 cm tall</td>
<td><em>Salix, Dryas, Pedicularis, Asteraceae, Caryophyllaceae, Gramineae, Cyperaceae</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cushion forb, lichen and moss tundra</td>
<td>discontinuous cover of rosette plants or cushion forbs with lichens and mosses predominately herbaceous vegetation dominated by forbs and graminoids, with true mosses and lichens</td>
<td><em>Papaver, Draba, Saxifragaceae, Caryophyllaceae, lichens, true mosses</em></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Graminoid and forb tundra</td>
<td></td>
<td><em>Artemisia, Kobresia, Brassicaceae, Asteraceae, Caryophyllaceae, Gramineae, true mosses</em></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**2.6 Preparation of Climate Data**

Before I ran BIOME4 with CMIP5/PMIP3 data, I applied the delta method using the compiled baseline modern climatology. The delta method is applied to climate data to remove bias in the GCM climate data. All GCMs have some form of bias in the data inherent to the models, for example simulated temperatures can be too high or too low at specific locations. By applying the delta method, I can alleviate the local differences in biases by using the modern climatology as a baseline climate scenario. The GCM based anomalies for each time period are added to the baseline climatology and the combined data set is then used to force BIOME4 simulations. These calculations were done for each calendar month for each model and the climate forcing was constructed based on the following equations:
Temperature (K): \[ T = (T_{Model} - T_{Control}) + T_{Modern} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 1} \\
Precipitation (mm): \[ P = \frac{P_{Model}}{P_{Control}} \times P_{Modern} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 2} \\
Sunshine (%): \[ S = \frac{(SD_{Model} - SD_{Control}) + SD_{Modern}}{(SC_{Model} - SC_{Control}) + SC_{Modern}} \]  \hspace{1cm} \text{Eq. 3} \\

where Model = CMIP5/PMIP3 climate data; Control = CMIP5/PMIP3 modern climate data; Modern = modern climatology; SD = downwelling radiation; and SC = clear sky downwelling radiation. For a complete data set, BIOME4 created 21 simulations: 4 time periods \times 5 GCM climate data, plus a single modern biome simulation using the modern climatology.

2.7 Validation and Pollen Mapping

I compared the BIOME4 simulations with pollen maps. Pollen data and maps were updated from Bigelow et al., 2003, where pollen data were converted into biomes. Pollen samples were taken from lake sediments or peat deposits and radiocarbon dated using the carbon-14 isotope, or \(^{14}\text{C}\). Pre-industrial and mid-Holocene pollen samples were chosen within at least 500 years of the time slice (and most samples were within 200 years). Because of the lack of LGM-aged pollen sites, LGM pollen samples date within at least 1000 years of the time slice (Bigelow et al., 2003). Due to legacy datasets (c.f. Edwards et al., 2000; Bigelow et al., 2003) that included the pollen sample closest to 6000 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years, the mid-Holocene samples here also date to 6000 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years. However, because of fluctuations of \(^{14}\text{C}\) in the atmosphere, 6000 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years is approximately 6800 calendar years, and 6000 calendar years approximates 5300 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years. This mismatch between the mid-Holocene GCM runs (at 6000 calendar years) and the pollen data (at 6000 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years), does not affect the pollen biomisation results. When a subset of the Beringian pollen data (63 sites) was analyzed at both 6000 calendar years and 6000 \(^{14}\text{C}\) years, 84\% of the
sites had the same biome for both the 6000 calendar year and 6000 $^{14}$C year samples. By the LGM (21ka), 18k $^{14}$C years is the same as 21k calibrated years. For each time period, the following numbers of sites are present to which BIOME4 simulations can be compared: 0ka = 877 sites; 6ka $^{14}$C = 132 sites; and 18ka $^{14}$C = 29 samples from 26 sites. For future simulations, I evaluated the output with other literature on possible vegetation distributions, mainly from Kaplan and New (2006).

### 2.8 Sensitivity Analysis

To understand how changing single climate variables can affect the simulated biome distributions, I conducted a series of sensitivity experiments. For the analysis, modern temperature and precipitation values were changed linearly from the long-term mean monthly climatological values within a prescribed range. Temperature was changed by 2°C increments from monthly values for a total range of ±10°C across all months. Precipitation was changed by multiples of 10% of mean monthly precipitation values for a total range of ±150% across all months.
3. Results and Discussion

The following chapter discusses the results from the BIOME4 simulations. The modern biome reconstruction will be discussed first to give a reference and comparison for the four time slices. After the modern reconstruction, I will show the pre-industrial, mid-Holocene, LGM, and future biome simulations. Each time period, not including the modern reconstruction, will present a summarized biome distribution for all five GCMs, an analysis of BIOME4 simulations compared to pollen maps, as well as similarities and differences between GCMs. A discussion of the sensitivity experiment is presented at the end of this chapter.

3.1 Modern Biome Reconstruction

The modern biome reconstruction (Figure 3.1) is generally realistic at a 0.5°×0.5° resolution based on a visual analysis. The majority of vegetation simulated in the study region consists of shrub tundra, dwarf shrub tundra, prostrate shrub tundra, evergreen taiga, and deciduous taiga. Small regions of cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra, and temperate xerophytic grassland are simulated, as well as the warmer cool conifer forest, cold mixed forest, warm mixed forest, and temperate mixed forest in the southeastern portion of the study area. This is consistent with present-day observed biomes (Viereck and Little, 1972) and can be seen in Figures 3.2, 3.3, and 3.4 (Boggs et al., 2014a, 2014b; CAVM, 2003; Garsia, 1990). Figure 3.2 shows the present day biomes in Alaska compiled by Boggs et al. (2014a, 2014b). Biomes were assigned to each coarse vegetation class in the original maps. As biomes are more general than the classes, several classes were grouped into a single biome. For example, the evergreen taiga biome includes four classes (where evergreen conifers dominate) that vary according to tree density (closed, open, or woodland), as well as the presence and abundance of secondary deciduous trees. Figure 3.3 shows the CAVM, which was compiled by a group of international experts on vegetation in their respective regions. This map shows the extent of the tundra, which is bounded to the south by the treeline.
Although the modern biome reconstruction approximates the observed biome distributions in many areas, there are major differences from actual present day vegetation. These differences include evergreen taiga and deciduous taiga simulated north of the Brooks Range in northern Alaska and along the western portion of Alaska. Figures 3.2 and 3.3 show tundra rather than taiga exists in these regions. Kaplan et al. (2003) posits “the influence of heavy cloud cover combined with low sun angles on surface solar radiation may be responsible for the disagreement in hypermaritime regions, such as southwest Alaska”. Discrepancies in the
reconstruction north of the Brooks Range could be the result of climate data that derives from a sparse station network that was interpolated to cover a large area. These few stations would not be representative of the climate here and would simulate biomes that are not accurate at the grid cell location. BIOME4 was optimized for the Arctic regions (Kaplan et al., 2003) so it would produce more accurate simulations if more skillfully downscaled data was provided, but that was beyond the scope of this project.

Figure 3.2 Modern day biome equivalents in Alaska (Boggs et al., 2014a, 2014b: http://aknhp.uaa.alaska.edu).
Figure 3.3 Circumpolar Arctic Vegetation Map (CAVM, 2003). This map shows the extent of the modern tundra. The southern boundary of this map is the treeline.

Figure 3.4 Modern treeline in far eastern Russia (adapted from Garsia, ed. 1990).

Growing season length and summer temperatures drive Arctic vegetation (CAVM, 2003). This can be seen in the modern biome reconstruction and is consistent with observed biome
gradients. Colder dwarf shrub and prostrate shrub tundra are simulated along the Arctic coast, with warmer shrub tundra bordering dwarf shrub and prostrate shrub tundra at lower latitudes and farther inland. The only region not simulated to have shrub tundra along the Arctic coast is in the Mackenzie River Delta region in Northwest Territories, where taiga is accurately simulated. Evergreen taiga in Alaska and both evergreen taiga and deciduous taiga in eastern Russia are simulated at lower latitudes and farther inland. In eastern Russia, evergreen taiga dominates the southern and eastern portions of the region, while deciduous taiga is simulated in the interior region. The simulated percent of total land area covered by these biomes are (Figure 3.5): cushion forb, lichen and moss tundra 1%; shrub tundra (includes shrub, dwarf shrub, and prostrate shrub biomes) 25%; evergreen taiga 57%; deciduous taiga 12%; cool conifer forest 2%. All other biomes including land ice make up the remaining 3% of land area.

Figure 3.5 Percent of land area coverage of simulated biomes for the modern reconstruction.
3.2 Pre-Industrial Biome Simulations

Pre-industrial climate data from the chosen CMIP5/PMIP3 GCMs show generally cooler summer seasonal average temperatures (Figure 3.6). CCSM4 and MPI-ESM provided the coolest summer seasonal average temperatures while GISS-E2-R provided the warmest temperatures during the growing season. The Arctic’s short growing season is limited to the summer months. Figure 3.7 shows the growing degree days above zero for the pre-industrial GCMs calculated by BIOME4. The cooler climate data is apparent in the cooler CCSM4 and MPI-ESM with lower GDD₀ index values. Higher GDD₀ index values are shown for the warmer GISS-E2-R summer temperatures which are similar to modern GDD₀ values.

**Figure 3.6** Pre-industrial average summer (June, July, August) seasonal monthly temperature anomalies from modern baseline climate.
The composite map of the simulated pre-industrial biomes is generally similar to the modern biome reconstruction (Figure 3.8a). At least three models out of five were required for a composite map to produce the same biome at a grid cell with color. Black cells indicate that no single biome was simulated by at least three models. This is in contrast to the gray cells that are simulated as barren. Much of the vegetation simulated for the pre-industrial is shrub tundra, dwarf shrub tundra, prostrate shrub tundra, deciduous taiga, and evergreen taiga. All of these biomes exist in the modern reconstruction. More cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra is produced for this period compared to the modern reconstruction. The pre-industrial simulation places the treeline in Russia south of its modern reconstruction as well as simulates more tundra. Alaska’s biome distribution remains largely the same with evergreen taiga covering most of the state along the same treeline when compared to modern reconstruction. The Brooks Range and western Alaska is simulated as taiga, however, this region should ideally be simulated as shrub type tundras. Since this map is generated by a majority rule, it is interesting to point out that the majority of models were in agreement for the same problem areas. The summarized biome distribution maps were created using a majority rule at each grid cell.

From the 0ka pollen map (Figure 3.8b), it appears that BIOME4 simulates the pre-industrial biome distribution fairly well. The pre-industrial era has a large pollen sample network in Alaska, which makes a comparison between simulations and actual vegetation straightforward. The pollen map clearly displays Alaska’s tundra and taiga boundary with
Interior Alaska largely dominated by evergreen taiga, while northern and western Alaska are covered in shrub type tundras. This is in contrast to BIOME4 simulations that place evergreen taiga across nearly the entire western portion of Alaska and north of the Brooks Range. The pollen sample network in Russia has fewer sample locations but a comparison between the simulation and pollen map is still possible. Pollen samples in Russia show the northern and northeastern coasts dominated by shrub tundras while the interior is dominated by shrub tundras and deciduous taiga. A notable discrepancy in Russia is the simulation of evergreen taiga along the southern region of Russia where the few pollen samples indicate deciduous taiga. The pollen map also shows warmer biomes than were simulated in southern and southeastern Alaska.

**Figure 3.8** a.) Pre-industrial summarized biome distribution map for all five CMIP5/PMIP3 GCMs; b.) pollen sample map for 0ka. At least three models out of five were required for a composite map to produce the same biome at a grid cell with color. Black cells indicate that no single biome was simulated by at least three models.

CMIP5/PMIP3 pre-industrial climate varies slightly between model outputs, which translates to small variability among BIOME4 simulations driven by the climate data (Figure 3.9). CCSM4 provided the coolest climate, which led to the largest simulation of shrub tundras. CCSM4 also produced more cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra as well as graminoid tundra.
MPI-ESM and MRI-CGCM3 produced large amounts of shrub type tundras, with MRI-CGCM3 producing the most graminoid tundra of all pre-industrial simulations. The warmest simulations were provided by GISS-E2-R and MIROC-ESM, which produced the largest evergreen taiga and deciduous taiga distributions, as well as introduced warmer biomes to the region.

Figure 3.9 Comparison of BIOME4 pre-industrial simulations. The first map shows a summary of all five simulations. At least three models out of five were required for a composite map to produce the same biome at a grid cell with color. Black cells indicate that no single biome was simulated by at least three models.
Figure 3.10 shows the simulated biome percent of land area for each CMIP5/PMIP3 GCM. Shrub tundras and evergreen taiga dominate pre-industrial simulations. This is similar to the modern reconstruction that is also dominated by shrub tundras and evergreen taiga (Figure 3.5). Three models (CCSM4, MPI-ESM, MRI-CGCM3) simulate more shrub tundras than evergreen taiga compared to the modern reconstruction. This can be attributed to the cooler than modern climates produced by these three models. Three models produce more deciduous taiga than the modern reconstruction: GISS-E2-R, MIROC-ESM, and MPI-ESM. CCSM4 simulates a similar percent of deciduous taiga compared to the modern reconstructions, while MRI-CGCM3 simulates less deciduous taiga than the modern reconstruction.
3.3 Mid-Holocene Biome Simulations

Mid-Holocene GCM climate data shows more variability between models than the pre-industrial climate data (Figure 3.11). CCSM4 and MPI-ESM provided the coolest average seasonal summer temperatures, while GISS-E2-R and MIROC-ESM provided the warmest temperatures. MRI-CGCM3 summer temperatures are generally warmer than the modern climatology, with the exception of the southern half of the Russian study area. The corresponding GDD$_0$ index for each GCM is shown in Figure 3.12. The cooler CCSM4 and MPI-ESM have lower GDD$_0$ index values compared to the modern climatology, while the warmer GISS-E2-R and MIROC-ESM show warmer GDD$_0$ index values. GDD$_0$ index values for MRI-CGCM3 showcase the cooler temperatures in the western half with lower index values, and warmer temperatures in the eastern half with higher index values compared to modern GDD$_0$.

![Figure 3.11](image_url) Mid-Holocene average seasonal summer (June, July, August) monthly temperature anomalies from the modern baseline climate.
Simulated biome distributions for the mid-Holocene vary little from the modern biome reconstruction (Figure 3.13a). Nearly the entire study region is simulated to have shrub tundras or deciduous taiga or evergreen taiga, except for northern coastal areas. The composite map shows Alaska largely simulated with evergreen and deciduous taiga and is not so different from the modern reconstruction. The majority of the models put slightly more deciduous taiga in the northern portion of Alaska and western Canada. Biomes simulated in Russia are nearly identical to the modern reconstruction, with deciduous taiga placed in the interior and evergreen taiga along the southern and eastern coast. The simulated vegetation is largely shrub tundras, with very little cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra simulated. Compared to the modern reconstruction, the mid-Holocene does not simulate any temperate xerophytic shrubland. The treeline is simulated in the same location as the modern reconstruction. While the warming of the Holocene caused the treeline to shift in some locations around the Arctic, the shift was not uniform around the pole and remained in nearly the same location in the central Beringia region (Bigelow et al., 2003; Kaufman et al., 2004). Boundaries between evergreen and deciduous taiga, and boundaries between tundra and taiga are simulated at nearly the exact same locations for both the modern reconstruction and mid-Holocene simulation.

The 6ka pollen has fewer sample locations than the 0ka map (Figure 3.13b); however, the general distribution of biomes is discernible. Interior Alaska pollen is dominated by evergreen taiga and displays the mid-Holocene treeline, with the northern and western regions displaying
shrub tundra. This contrasts with the mid-Holocene simulations where BIOME4 simulates evergreen taiga across a large portion of western Alaska and north of the Brooks Range. Pollen samples in Russia show deciduous taiga in the interior in contrast to the simulation, and pollen of shrub tundras across the eastern half. Some graminoid tundra pollen was found in the northern reaches of the study region and one sample was found in the Aleutian Islands.

![Figure 3.13](image)

**Figure 3.13** a.) Mid-Holocene summarized biome distribution map for all five CMIP5/PMIP3 GCMs; b.) pollen sample map for 6ka. At least three models out of five were required for a composite map to produce the same biome at a grid cell with color. Black cells indicate that no single biome was simulated by at least three models.

The individual mid-Holocene biome simulations are generally in good agreement, with few blacked out cells (Figure 3.14). The average seasonal summer temperature differences (Figure 3.12) can be seen in the individual simulations. CCSM4 simulated the coolest climate with the coolest biome distribution consisting of largely shrub tundra types, while GISS-E2-R which has the warmest climate, simulated the warmest biome distribution consisting of plenty of evergreen taiga and deciduous taiga. Of the five climate data sets, CCSM4, MPI-ESM, and MRI-
CGCM3 all simulated more shrub tundras especially in Russia. CCSM4 simulated the least amount of taiga across the study region; however, all simulations have similar treeline placements.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Shrub Tundra</th>
<th>Dwarf Shrub Tundra</th>
<th>Evergreen Taiga</th>
<th>Cushion-forbs, Lichen, and Moss</th>
<th>Barren</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Prostrate Shrub Tundra</td>
<td>Grassland Tundra</td>
<td>Deciduous Taiga</td>
<td>Temperate Xerophytic Shrubland</td>
<td>Land Ice</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cushion-forbs, Lichen, and Moss</td>
<td>Temperate Mixed Forest</td>
<td>Cool Conifer Forest</td>
<td>Warm Mixed Forest</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Cool Conifer Forest</td>
<td>Warming Mixed Forest</td>
<td>Land Ice</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Figure 3.14** Comparison of BIOME4 mid-Holocene simulations. The first map shows a summary of all five simulations. At least three models out of five were required for a composite map to produce the same biome at a grid cell with color. Black cells indicate that no single biome was simulated by at least three models.
Figure 3.15 shows the simulated biome percent of land area for each GCM. The mid-Holocene has slightly more variability in simulated biomes between models compared to the pre-industrial simulations (Figure 3.10). Deciduous taiga was simulated for approximately the same area percent between models within ~10%, while there is a large range between the coverage of shrub tundras (~30%) and evergreen taiga (~20%). The cooler CCSM4 produces a high percentage of shrub tundras, while the warmer GISS-E2-R produces the most evergreen taiga in the study region. More cool conifer forest was simulated for the mid-Holocene than the pre-industrial simulation and modern reconstruction.
3.4 Last Glacial Maximum Biome Simulations

Climate data for the LGM show a varying degree of cooler seasonal summer temperatures across the study region compared to the modern climatology (Figure 3.16). CCSM4, GISS-E2-R, and MIROC-ESM display cooler temperatures over non-glaciated regions compared to MPI-ESM and MRI-CGCM3. The latter two models show warmer than modern temperatures in the central and northern areas of the study region. This may be due to the interpolation of the modern climatology as station data was not available over the now-flooded ocean regions; however, research has shown that because land was exposed in central Beringia, perhaps the land bridge was warmer than present due to differences in heat capacity between land and water (Bartlein et al., 2015). Bartlein et al. (2015) found, for the early Holocene prior to the flooding of the land bridge, that eastern Beringia was cooler than Siberia due to proximity to the Laurentide ice sheet, and the land bridge provided warming during the summer. Cooler seasonal summer temperatures correspond to lower GDD$_0$ index values for all GCMs compared to the modern GDD$_0$ index values (Figure 3.17). CCSM4 and MIROC-ESM show highest index values for the LGM that are not higher than the lower values seen in the modern GDD$_0$ plot. GISS-E2-R, MPI-ESM, and MRI-CGCM3 all show a similar pattern of higher GDD$_0$ index values in the south-central region of the Bering Land Bridge. This leads to an interesting taiga biome simulation for the LGM.

**Figure 3.17** Last Glacial Maximum average seasonal summer (June, July, August) monthly temperature anomalies from modern baseline climate.
The biome distribution for the LGM is markedly different and more variable across the models compared to the other four time periods but can be matched with pollen data for 21ka (Figure 3.19). Major agreements between the models include graminoid tundra simulated along the northern shelf region, cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra simulated across central-interior Beringia, shrub, dwarf shrub, and prostrate shrub across eastern-interior Beringia, and a small region of evergreen taiga in the south-central region of the land bridge. Ice sheets act as a barrier in the eastern portion of the study region.

The pollen map shows the study region consisted of mostly graminoid and shrub tundras. It has been noted that the possible reason for cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra to be absent from the pollen data is “probably because the extreme conditions which favor this biome are often unfavorable for sedimentation and pollen preservation” (Kaplan et al., 2003). One interesting result is the small area of evergreen taiga simulated in the south-central Beringia region. There is no pollen data to suggest evergreen taiga existed here; however, previous simulations from BIOME4 have produced taiga in the same south-central region (Kaplan et al., 2003). Pollen based biomes are percent driven, which means if taiga existed here, there was not
enough spruce pollen in the sample to be classified as taiga. This was the same region that three of the five models showed relatively higher GDD$_0$ index values for the LGM.

![Figure 3.19](image)

**Figure 3.19** a.) Last Glacial Maximum summarized biome distribution map for all five CMIP5/PMIP3 GCMs; b.) pollen sample map for 21ka. At least three models out of five were required for a composite map to produce the same biome at a grid cell with color. Black cells indicate that no single biome was simulated by at least three models.

The LGM showed the least amount of agreement between CMIP5/PMIP3 simulations. CCSM4, GISS-E2-R, and MIROC-ESM all simulate large areas of cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra covering the western half of Beringia, and shrub, dwarf shrub, and prostrate shrub tundra covering the eastern portion. These three models provided the coolest temperatures over non-glaciated land area (Figure 3.20). MIROC-ESM, MPI-ESM, and MRI-CGCM3 simulate large areas of graminoid tundra along the northern regions, while MIROC-ESM simulates cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra to the west. MPI-ESM and MRI-CGCM3 simulate shrub and dwarf shrub tundra in the southern half of the study region. MPI-ESM, MRI-CGCM3, and
GISS-E2-R simulate a region of evergreen and deciduous taiga in the south-central region. MPI-ESM and MRI-CGCM3 had the warmest temperatures over non-glaciated areas, while GISS-E2-R had cooler temperatures except for the middle region where taiga was simulated.

Figure 3.20 Comparison of BIOME4 Last Glacial Maximum simulations. The first map shows a summary of all five simulations. At least three models out of five were required for a composite map to produce the same biome at a grid cell with color. Black cells indicate that no single biome was simulated by at least three models.
Figure 3.21 displays the percent of land area coverage for the LGM. CCSM4, GISS-E2-R, and MIROC-ESM all simulated relatively similar coverage of cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra and shrub tundras. MPI-ESM and MRI-CGCM3 simulated the least amount of cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra, and high coverage of shrub tundras. MPI-ESM and MRI-CGCM3 also simulated the most taiga, with GISS-E2-R also simulating taiga.

3.5 Future Biome Simulations

Future climate data based on the IPCC RCP 8.5 scenario show warmer temperatures over the 21st century for all five GCMs (Figure 3.22). CCSM4 and MIROC-ESM show the warmest average seasonal summer temperatures. MPI-ESM and MRI-CGCM3 show the least warming in the future, with MPI-ESM showing very weak warming across Alaska, and MRI-CGCM3
showing the same in the eastern Russian section of the study region. The warmer summer temperatures from all GCMs correspond to increased GDD0 index values for all GCMs compared to modern GDD0 values (Figure 3.23). The warmest CCSM4 and MIROC-ESM show high index values in Interior Alaska and Canada. GISS-E2-R, MPI-ESM, and MRI-CGCM3 show similar GDD0 index values, with increased areas of the larger index values across the study region.

**Figure 3.22** RCP 8.5 average seasonal summer (June, July, August) temperature anomalies from modern baseline climate.

**Figure 3.23** Growing degree days above 0°C for the IPCC RCP 8.5 climate projections.
Warmer summer temperatures translate to BIOME4 simulated reductions in tundra area, increases in evergreen and deciduous taiga area, as well as a northward expansion of warmer biome types from the south (Figure 3.24) compared to the modern biome reconstruction (Figure 3.1). Most of the study region is simulated to have evergreen or deciduous taiga under future climate conditions. It’s important to remember that BIOME4 is an equilibrium vegetation model, whereas projected future climate scenarios are transient. Vegetation does not react to climate change as quickly as climate change occurs. Like the modern day reconstruction, and pre-industrial, and mid-Holocene simulations, deciduous taiga is produced in interior Russia with evergreen taiga along the edges. The simulations in Alaska and Canada largely have evergreen taiga across the region. Warmer biome types, such as cool conifer forest, and warm and cool mixed forests are simulated in the Interior and southwest Alaska regions, as well as southern Yukon Territory and British Columbia. Tundra type biomes are almost absent in the future simulation but still maintain land coverage in the northern boundaries of the study region. One thing to note is the treeline reaching the Arctic coast in the future simulations. This agrees with previous simulations done at an increase of 2°C in the Arctic (Kaplan and New, 2006). A few small areas along the coast continue to simulate shrub tundras.
Future biome projections display less variability than pre-industrial, mid-Holocene, and especially LGM simulations, showing cohesion among the selected CMIP5 models for future climate projections (Figure 3.25). CCSM4 and MIROC-ESM produced the warmest summer climate (Figure 3.22), bringing with it warmer biomes including temperate mixed forest and warmed mixed forest. Cool conifer forest is projected in southwest Alaska; however, the accuracy of this placement could be in question considering the disparity in this area for all time periods. Only MPI-ESM did not produce significant cool conifer forest coverage with its coolest summer temperatures. MPI-ESM and MRI-CGCM3 retained the largest percent area of shrub tundras, while MIROC-ESM projected virtually no shrub tundras. The differences in timing of the GCM simulations from GISS-E2-R and MPI-ESM (the former for the early part of the
century and the latter for the end of the century) did not produce major differences in biome simulations. GISS-E2-R climate data simulated more conifer forest in the western part of Alaska but is consistent with simulations from CCSM4 and MRI-CGCM3. MPI-ESM climate data simulated a biome distribution that is very similar to the modern biome reconstruction and not the warmer biome distribution I expected with climate data from the latter part of the 21st century.

Figure 3.25 Comparison of BIOME4 RCP 8.5 projections. The first map shows a summary of all five simulations. At least three models out of five were required for a composite map to produce the same biome at a grid cell with color. Black cells indicate that no single biome was simulated by at least three models.
Figure 3.26 displays the percent of land area coverage for the RCP 8.5 climate. Individual simulations were in generally good agreement so the percent distributions are equally in good agreement. One major difference is the results from MIROC-ESM. This model provided the warmest temperatures for RCP 8.5 climate, so simulated the least shrub tundras, and the highest coverage of warmer biomes, cool conifer forest and mixed warm and mixed cool forests.

3.6 Sensitivity Analysis

Each biome appears to have an optimal range of temperature for simulation (Figure 3.27). In the temperature sensitivity experiment, precipitation was unchanged from the present day values. The modern baseline climate monthly temperatures were changed in 2°C increments to investigate the sensitivity of biomes simulated by BIOME4 in response to the temperature variations. Cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra is the most cold tolerant plant type, followed
by shrub tundras, evergreen taiga, deciduous taiga, and cool conifer forest. Warm biome types appear in the region with just 2°C warming from the modern climatology. Since the Arctic can be quite dry, it makes sense that as temperatures warm and precipitation is held constant, a desert biome appears in the study region. The modern biome distribution does not fit with the temperature regime trend, showing a disproportionately high percent of evergreen taiga though the adjacent (±2°C) regime, which would indicate more deciduous taiga should exist. The schematic shown in Figure 2.5 shows the bioclimatic limits of biomes used BIOME4. It is interesting to note the increase in deciduous taiga with warming in the sensitivity experiment though the limits are on the temperature of the coldest month, where deciduous taiga is limited to areas with colder winters than even evergreen taiga. However, the mid-Holocene simulations, which are characterized by warmer summer temperatures than present day, also show an expanded deciduous taiga. BIOME4 was optimized for the current Arctic climate and this could explain why incremental changes in temperature produce decidedly different biome distributions than the modern reconstruction. This raises the question of how well can BIOME4 accurately simulate other time periods if it was optimized for the current climate; however, the simulations for the pre-industrial, mid-Holocene, and LGM biome distributions show relatively good agreement with pollen data.

Arctic biomes as simulated by BIOME4 are not as sensitive to precipitation changes (Figure 3.28). In the precipitation sensitivity experiment, temperature was unchanged from the present day values. Deciduous taiga appears the most sensitive to precipitation changes. However, for a 60% range in precipitation changes, deciduous taiga coverage changes ~5%. All other biomes present in the simulations show very little if any sensitivity to increases or decreases in precipitation. These relationships between the sensitivity of biomes in BIOME4 to temperature and precipitation changes agree with what is known about the relationship between climate and Arctic vegetation: that Arctic vegetation is driven more strongly by temperature than by any other climate variable (CAVM, 2003).
Figure 3.27 Simulated Arctic biome sensitivity to temperature changes. The horizontal axis shows the incremental temperature changes in the modern climatology, and the vertical axis shows the percent of land area occupied by biomes.
Figure 3.28 Simulated Arctic biome sensitivity to precipitation changes. The horizontal axis shows the incremental temperature changes in the modern climatology, and the vertical axis shows the percent of land area occupied by biomes.
4. Summary and Conclusions

To summarize we return to the questions prompted at the beginning of this thesis.

1. How well is Arctic vegetation simulated during the Late Quaternary period under different climate conditions?

Arctic biome distributions simulated by BIOME4 for the modern, pre-industrial, mid-Holocene, Last Glacial Maximum climates were found to be in agreement with observations, dated paleo-pollen samples, and previous research. The relationship that growing season temperature drives Arctic vegetation can be seen in the biome simulations. The modern climatology simulation captures the modern day vegetation distribution at the large scale. However, through reconstructing the modern biome distribution, I noticed a few regions where BIOME4 does not simulate the proper biome. These regions are north of the Brooks Range and western and southwestern Alaska. BIOME4 simulates taiga where shrub type tundra physically exists.

2. How sensitive are simulated biomes to changes in climate?

Arctic biomes are more sensitive to temperature changes than to other single climate variables such as precipitation. Biomes occupy a range of temperatures but all have an optimal temperature for simulation. Large changes in precipitation were not found to alter the biome distributions. Simulations for the pre-industrial time period were in general agreement with the treeline simulated slightly south of its modern day position as well as a larger expanse of shrub type tundras. Southwest Alaska is again simulated as evergreen taiga but the pollen data does not support the simulation. Pollen data for the pre-industrial time period shows much more shrub type tundra than is simulated by BIOME4. The mid-Holocene simulations were also in good agreement between GCMs. The treeline is in a similar location to modern day, and the entire region is largely taiga. Shrub type tundra is greatly reduced and there is very little cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra. The LGM biome simulations displayed the least amount of agreement between CMIP5/PMIP3...
GCMs. Much of the area is simulated to have cushion forb, lichen, and moss tundra, graminoid tundra, or shrub type tundra. A small area in south-central Beringia is simulated to have taiga but the pollen data does not support this.

3. **What are the future projections of Arctic vegetation under the IPCC RCP 8.5 climate scenario and consequent impacts?**

A steady-state biome distribution corresponding to future warming climate projections show the Arctic becoming greener with increases in evergreen taiga and deciduous taiga, both of which are simulated to exist at the Arctic coast. All tundra type biomes are greatly reduced in the future, with only a few small areas projected to still have tundra. Warmer biomes begin to migrate much farther than previous climates have allowed. Future biome projections show very good agreement between CMIP5 models indicating high confidence in the climate projections for the 21st century under IPCC’s RCP 8.5 scenario. The projections agree with previous simulations conducted for another warmer climate scenario (Kaplan and New, 2006).

The results presented in this thesis have potential to be used in future research projects looking at climate-vegetation-permafrost dynamics. Future work could include translating simulated biome distributions to soil organic layer depth for the use in subsurface models that simulate changes in permafrost and hydrology. The biome distributions could also be used to explore changes in land-surface dynamics such as evapotranspiration, albedo, and carbon exchanges.
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